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User Contributions:
Comment about this

video, ask questions, or
even start a discussion

about the video
topics.People browsing

around a shop on tokyo's
bustling yokohama road,

on the first day of the
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new year. Last year saw
one of the most violent
and bloody new year's

ever with the onset of a
nationwide knife crime
epidemic. There were

2,298 stabbing incidents
in 2017, an increase of
12 per cent from the
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previous year. The
number of attempted

murder, which includes
wounding and causing
grievous bodily harm,
rose by 15 per cent. In

the capital, Tokyo, there
were 333 reported
incidents of violent
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crime. Roughly one in
nine of these incidents -

including stabbings,
robberies and assaults -

were perpetrated by
people known to the
victim, according to

police. The authorities
responded by more than
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doubling the deployment
of'mobile groups', the

equivalent of 'bobbies on
the beat' but with better
mobile communications,
to areas where high-risk
incidents were unfolding.

Crime prevention
officers and police
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officers, in street patrols,
pay particular attention
to people who are drink-
or drug-affected, in the
hope they will not be

targeted by those intent
on robberies or attacks
on the first day of the
year. There were also
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more patrols of the
shrines or temples,

Buddhist temples and
Buddhist Shinto shrines,
where people were most

likely to be gathered.
Police forces in Tokyo

performed 3,000 arrests
over the New Year
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period. There were 10
homicides in the capital,
a slight increase on the

previous year. Most were
drug-related offences,
the head of Tokyo's
Metropolitan Police

force, Eiji Kawamura,
told the press. There
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were eight suicides, the
fourth highest number in
five years. Tokyo police

said last year it was
crucial to strengthen
their efforts to reduce

crime at shrines,
particularly to the

popular Kanda Myojin
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shrine, one of the city's
largest in terms of

attendance. Police said
they had deployed

scores of officers to the
shrine to prevent crimes

such as defacing the
shrine and harassing

women. Ms Kawamura
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said a police team of 30
officers raided a hostess

bar in Tokyo's
entertainment district,

Akihabara, on New
Year's Eve, where they

found two young women
in their 20s "juggling

people" for money. The
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women were arrested
after a nightclub worker

contacted the police.
The two women were
banned from being a

hostesses in Aki
d0c515b9f4

Newyorktimes.com. Top Stories. Top Stories. America's Climate
May Be Changing, But It's Not Dying. Previous 1 2 3. Next. Search
All. And Share. By Jessica Pressler. 6:58 PM ET Thu Nov 19, 2016.
From the DAYS of the oil crisis, climate change denial has shaped

the debate over the future of the United States and the world.
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"After a chaotic, 16-year-long roller coaster ride in U.S. climate
policy, the United States seems to be in a twilight zone, with little
consensus but no clear direction." But while the landscape may

be shifting, it's still too soon to conclude that the nation's climate
policy is dying. For all the recently unfurled flags around the

world, the United States may be even more divided over climate
than it was on Sept. 11. [See the next slide for a map showing

countries that still see climate change as a potential threat.] Just
a handful of countries have begun to take aggressive steps to
reduce their carbon emissions, with effects that are becoming

apparent. [See next slide for a chart of countries that are
considering taking positive steps on the issue.] And the future of

those changes remains deeply uncertain as the Paris accord
moves towards implementation. Brazil, India and China, each of
which had developed a coal industry that is now floundering, are

taking new approaches to shake up their economies. And a
generation of [Democratic] politicians, spurred into action by the
election of Donald J. Trump, are preparing to take the nation in a
dramatically different direction. [See the next slide for a graph

showing how the United States' Presidential race evolved in
2016.] Among the Democratic candidates in the opening days of

the primary race, Senator Elizabeth Warren has gained on
Senator Bernie Sanders's in popularity. [See the next slide for a

chart depicting the shift in support among the Democratic
candidates.] But on the Republican side, the field of candidates
has still not coalesced. [See the next slide for a graph showing
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Republican candidate support.] In Democratic and Republican
races, a handful of candidates have dominated both the primaries

and the news cycle in recent weeks, causing even the most
attentive observers to think of Hillary Clinton's unsuccessful 2016

campaign and a race that was not a great deal of fun for the
press. [See the next slide for a map showing the states where

both the Democratic and Republican primaries were most
exciting.] But other Republican nominees, who have escaped

attention by being the less entertaining candidate, could make a
difference. [See the
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